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61. ‘Un written or spoken communication or debate or a
formal discussion of a topic’ is called
1. Role-play 2. Pair work
3. Discourse 4. Conversation

62. Which of the below is the limitation of ‘Direct
Method’?
1. English is taught in the medium of English and not
in mother tongue
2. The use of objects, pictures, models, other illus-
trations, actions and demonstrations makes the les-
son interesting and real
3.It fallows the artificial order of learning the language
4. Students acquire good pronunciation as they are
exposed to the language and speak it continuously

63. Which of the below is not a tri syllabic word?
1. Syllalbe 2. Library
3. between 4. Classicism

64. A student of 5th std, is frequently using pen, pencil,
book,slate, eraser and door in his oral cmmunication
So which of the below can be rightly labelled to the
said words?
1. Active vocabulary 2. Structural words
3. Adhoc vocabulary 4. Recongition vocabulary

65. Which of the below is an opt, test to measure skill of
speaking of your students?
1. Students listen to the stress made by the teacher
while saying a polysyllabic word. The students repeat
the same by saying it
2. Some situaions and dialogues for role play have
been given in the play and act the role
3. Answer the question in a phrase or sentence
4. Telling right or wrong by seeing the pictures and
the options given against each picture

66. Which of the below is a use of Evaluation in the
ecademics
1. to clarify educational objectives
2. to give a clear estinate of methods
3. can help to reform the curriculum
4. Above all
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67. He forgot to water the plants
The above underlined word is a
1 Noun 2. Verb
3. Conjenction 4. Prepodition

68. Which is the film you saw yesterday?
The above underlined word is
1. interrogative pronoun
2. Interrogative Adjective
3. Demonstrative adjective
4. Above all

69. ‘ I saw a man who was blind’....
In the above statement which of the below is anteced-
ent of the relative pronoun ‘who’
1. Saw 2. Man
3. Was 4. blind

70. Which of the below is correct interms of ‘sequencing
of adjectieves’
1. A good small new toy
2. A small good new toy
3. A new small good toy
4. Above all

71. Which of the below is correct
1. The Pacific is deeper than any other Oceans.
2. The Pacific is deeper than all other Oceans.
3. The Pacific is deeper than all other Ocean.
4. The Pacific is not deeper than The Indian Ocean.

72. The superlative degree of the below sentence is
‘Our Captain is more Confident than I’
1. I am not so Confident as our Captain
2. Our Captain is not so Confident as I
3. Our Captain is the most Confident player
4. None

73. Passive form of the below is
“I went to see the launching of the ship ‘Jala Usha’ at
Vishakapatnam
1. I went to saw the ship, launching at Vishakapatnam
2. I went to see the ship ‘Jala Usha’ being launched at
Vishakapatnam
3. I went to see the ship ‘Jala Usha’ being launched in
Vishakapatnam
4. None

74. ‘This is the boy who stole my ring’
The above can also be written as
1. This was the boy by whom my ring is stolen.
2. This is the boy by whom my ring was stolen.
3. This is the ring which was stolen by this boy
4. This was the ring which is stolen by this boy

75. “I saw the books which she placed on the table”
The above can also be written as
A. The books were seen by me

B. The books which were placed on the table by her
were seen by me.
C. I saw a girl who kept them.
D. I saw a girl who kept them on the table
1. A only 2. A & B only
3. A, B & C only 4. A, B, C & D

76. “He was prepared to remain a bachelor”
“He would not marry his sister’s daughter”
if we combine the above two sentences, we will get
1. He would not remain a bachelor rather than marry
his sister’s daughter
2. He would remain a bachelor rather than marry his
sister’s daughter
3. He would  remain a bachelor rather than marry his
aunt’s daughter
4. He would remain a bachelor rather than marry his
ralative’s daughter

77. “I have examined the statement. I find many errors in
it”
if we combine the above with a gerund, we will get
1. On examining the statement I find many errors of it
2. On examining the statement I found many errors of
it
3. On examining the statement I find many errors in it
4. On examining the statement I found many errors in
it

78. What would be the direct form for the below
The manager threatened to dismiss the clerk, if he was
late again.
1. “If you are late again, I shall dismiss you”, the man-
ager said to the clerk
2. The manager said to the attendent, “If you are late
again, I shall dismiss you”.
3. “If you were late again, I shall dissmiss you”, The
manager said
4. The manager said to the clerk, “If you are late again,
I shall dismiss you”.

79. He can scarcely write his own name
The above can get question tag as
1. Can’t he? 2. Can he?
3. Did he? 4. Didn’t he?

80. Everybody agreed,......... ?
1. Did he? 2. Didn’t he?
3. Did they? 4. Didn’t they?

81. If the speaker is not certain of his own statement and
wishes to be corrected, if he is wrong, the tag is to be
spoken with
1. Falling intonation 2. Rising intonation
3. Falling-Rising 4. Rising- Fallin
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82. If is not right
Interrogative for the above assertive is
A. Isn’t it? B. Is it not?
C. Is it? D. Was it?
1. A only 2. A & B only
3. A, B & C only 4. A, B, C & D

83. How would you address a police inspector in a com-
plaint letter?
1. Sir 2. Dear sir
3. Respected sir 4. Dear inspector

84. The correct form of address in a letter to a close friend
is
1. Honourable sir 2. Most respected
3. your majesty! 4. My dear

85. Heading of a letter Consists of
1. station 2. date
3. station & date 4. station with out date

86. Identify the sentence with ‘adverb of line’
1. The children played happily
2. They visited this place yersterday
3. The students worked hard
4. She speaks rather slowly

87. Find out the incorrect sentence among the following
1. Did they sent me any books?
2. Had I known this truth, I would not have done so
3. Mohan and Kiran go to school daily
4. I love teaching

88. Rewrite the below sentence, improving the arrange-
ment
“A nurse maid is wanted for a baby about twenty years
old”
1. A nurse maid, about twenty years old, is wanted for
a baby
2. A baby about twenty years old is wanted for a nurse
maid
3. A nurse maid is wanted for a baby about twenty
years old
4. Above all

89. He was very hopeful that he would succeed
The underlined part in the above is
1. Adverb clause 2. Adjuctive caluse
3. Noun clause 4. None

90. The word “burlesque” means
1. Parody 2. Comedy
3. Farce 4. Above all
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